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1.
JACOB JONGERT
Original Poster
[circa 1930]
Jacob Jongert (1883-1942) is one of the first advertising
designers of the Netherlands. After varied studies, including
being Roland Holst’s assistant and an acquaintance and
colleague of S. H. de Roos [who brought the Arts & Crafts
ideas of William Morris to the Netherlands and devoted his
career to book design and typography] with whom he
experimented with several printing techniques and
discovered graphic design as his ideal art form, Jacob
Jongert became, in 1923, designer for Van Nelle Coffee, Tea
and Tobacco, a position he held until 1940. The Van Nelle
company had an extremely modern approach towards
advertising (they even commissioned Cassandre to do a
poster) and Jongert created for the firm a recognizable
image with clear shapes, powerful letters and primary
colours, totally Dutch avant-garde in style, and with a strict
and rigorous approach directly linked to De Stijl principles.
The corporate identity he created has become a milestone
in the design world. Jacob Jongert’s designs for Van Nelle
have become rare items and are shown in museums (in the
Museum of Modern Art in New York for example).
One sheet, H330 x W380 mm, in passe-partout. Fine
condition.
1200 euros

2.
JEAN DUPAS
Toi
[Paris, Draeger, circa 1927]
One of the finest and most sophisticated fashion trade
catalogues of the period with iconic plates by the great
French painter, designer, poster artist and decorator Jean
Dupas (1882-1964).
Dupas’s work came to public prominence on the occasion of
the seminal Exposition des Arts Décoratifs in Paris in 1925. He
was chosen by Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann to provide paintings
for the Maison d’un collectionneur. In the late 1920s and
1930s he won a number of important and prestigious
commissions. Writing in 1927, his fellow artist George Barbier
could already note that “Few artists have at such an early
age attained such a degree of success or gathered around
them such swarms of imitators and disciples”.
4to, loose as issued in publisher’s black paper chemise with
large floral design in silver and old rose, title in red, the
inside printed and decorated in silver and old rose. 7 leaves
of text by French author Colette (1873-1954), 7 plates in
shades of grey and black, 4pp. brochure in silver and black
presenting Furrier Max showroom inserted inside back cover.
Complete. First and only edition. Superb copy.
Contact us

3.
GEOFFREY HOLME

Industrial Design and the Future
London & New York, The Studio, 1934.
Beautiful volume published for the occasion of the 1935
Exhibition of British Art in Industry.
“The appearance of things becomes increasingly important.
Conditions of production tend to become more
standardized, forcing the producer to give added
consideration to attractiveness if he would survive the fierce
competition of to-day. What is needed? How is it to be
brought about?... Mr Holme has conducted a world-wide
enquiry amongst leading producers, distributors, advertising
agencies, designers and teachers of industrial design as to
the problems they have encountered and their suggestions
for improvement”.
4to, publisher’s black cloth boards printed in pink, top edge
blue, illustrated dust jacket in black, grey and orange signed
Holland. 160 pp. Numerous b/w photographic plates.
Complete. First and only edition, “dedicated to the man who
dared to try – Franklin D. Roosevelt”. A fine copy.
250 euros

4.
F. A. MERCER & W. GAUNT
Posters and Publicity 1929.
Fine printing and Design.

London, The Studio, [“Commercial Art”
Annual], 1929.
Interesting volume, with articles by Tolmer (“Booklets in
1929"), Errell (“Photography in Advertising”), Tom Purvis (“A
Review of Poster Advertising in 1929”) and C. Harold Vernon
(“A Review of Press Advertising in 1929”).
Showing the work of Benito, Binder, Cappiello, Cassandre,
Colin, Franke, Kassák, Hemjic, Tolmer, Sterne Stevens, Vassas,
Vox, Laura Knight, Charles Martin, John Nash and many
others. Also showing photographic work by John Heartfield,
René Ahrlé, Binder, Anton Bruehl, Will Connell, Cyliax, Errell,
W. O. Floing, Albert Fuss, Dudley Glanfield, Carlo Leonetti,
Erna Meyer, Nolte, Ralph Steiner and others.
4to, publisher’s wrappers, typographically illustrated in white,
red and grey. 164 pp. 12 colour plates (including one tippedin), two-colour and b/w illustrations throughout. Complete.
First and only edition. A fine copy.
250 euros

5.
GARRARD
Rings by Garrard, Jewellers to the Crown, 24
Albermale Street, London.
[Paris, Draeger, circa 1935].
Splendid trade catalogue.
The rings are presented against sophisticated backgrounds
of female silhouettes, fans, hands or foliage in shades of
pink, blue, green and black. The text, “The Romance of
Rings”, a history of the ring through the ages, is set within
decorative borders reflecting each particular moment.
4to, publisher’s white embossed card covers, blank design of
two hands wearing rings and title in black on upper cover,
black silk cord. (14) pp. English text. 5 full-page tipped in
plates, 3 in colour and 2 in shades of black and white.
Complete. First and only edition. Bookplate of the Draeger
Archive on first blank leaf. A very good copy.
950 euros

6.
RENAULT
Le Camion de France.
[Paris, Draeger, 1934].
Spectacular trade catalogue for industrial vehicles
manufactured by the French car company Renault, expertly
produced by the great French graphic design studio
Draeger combining innovative typography, illustration and
photography.
4to, publisher’s spiral-bound illustrated glossy card wrappers
with 3 vertical stripes in blue, white and red (colours of the
French flag), title in black and white. (16) pp. Superbly
illustrated throughout in vivid colour and photomontage,
including 3 four-fold and 2 double-page plates. Price list
loosely inserted. Complete. First and only edition. A very
good copy.
600 euros

7.
ALFRED TOLMER
Mise en page. The Theory and Practice of
Lay-out.
London, The Studio, [Printed by Tolmer in
Paris], (1931).
Iconic work.
The most adventurous and inspirational production of The
Studio on the art of composition and layout, the art of the
poster and other forms of advertising design.
4to, publisher’s cloth-backed decorated boards in orange,
black and silver, in the original matching slipcase. (148) pp.
Printed in black and blue. English and French text. Profusely
illustrated throughout, including 15 superb hors-texte showing
the different effects that can be gained by the use of
embossed printing, collage, pochoir on ordinary paper or on
silver card, hand-colouring on transparent paper backed
with silver card, flocked illustration, printing on wood, and the
different uses of matt or gloss paper. Complete. First and only
edition. Abrasion to one plate with small loss of paper on the
facing page, light wear to the slipcase, else a beautiful copy.
2500 euros

8.
QUELQUES MOTIFS DÉCORATIFS
INSPIRÉS DE L’ALPHABET
CAMBODGIEN.
Gouvernement général de l’Indochine.
Exposition coloniale internationale de Paris
1931.
(Phnom-Penh, Imp. A. Portal, 1931).
Amazing little work published on the occasion of the 1931
Paris Colonial Exposition.
40 unnumbered leaves of letters of the Khmer script set
against a sophisticated cartouche, each with a calligraphed
decorative motif inspired by it on the opposite page.
Very rare indeed, with only one copy in institutional
collections worldwide (Leiden, Netherlands).
Small square 8vo, publisher’s printed wrappers, printed mark
of the Royal Library of Cambodia on both sides, untrimmed.
Printed in red throughout, on thick paper. Complete. First and
only edition. A very good copy.
450 euros

9.
F. A. MERCER and W. GAUNT
Modern Publicity 1930.
London, The Studio, [“Commercial Art”
Annual], 1930.
A beautifully designed volume with striking layout.
Showing the latest developments in England, France,
Germany and America, with introductory notes by the editors
and William Crawford, followed by short essays by Alfred
Tolmer, “A New Stage in French Advertising”, H. K. Frenzel,
“Advertising in Germany in 1930”, and Earnest Elmo Calkins,
“Advertising Art in the United States”. Showing the work of
Cooper, Julius Klinger, McKnight Kauffer, Czeschka, Holhwein,
Sutnar, Robert Gibbings, Archipenko, F. C. Harrison,
Cassandre, Colin, Draeger frères, Grasset, Iribe, Jarach &
Chambry, Probst, Van Dongen, Carlu, Brodovitch, and many
others.
4to, publisher's varnished black paper boards titled in red
and white with stunning 3D effect, red paper doublure and
endpapers, top edge red. 172 pp., XX pp. of adverts.
Profusely illustrated throughout in b/w and colour. Complete.
First and only edition. A fine copy and rare in this condition.
350 euros

10.
JACOB JONGERT
10 original paper labels for Van Nelle.
[circa 1930-1935].
Cirkel Koffie (H230 x W68mm), Fakkel-Koffie (H249 x W70
mm), Touristen (H249 x W70 mm), Planeet (H235 x W70
mm), Takel (H245 x W70 mm), Magnet-Koffie (H237 x W70
mm), Kompas (H248 x W70 mm), Pyramide (H257 x W70
mm), Banier (H246 x W70 mm), Electra (H256 x W70 mm).
Three of them (Banier, Cirkel, Pyramide) are featured in "Jac.
Jongert. Proeven is koopen", Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans
Van Beuningen, 2009, p. 176.
Jacob Jongert (1883-1942), one of the first advertising
designers of the Netherlands, became, in 1923, graphic
designer for Van Nelle Coffee, Tea and Tobacco, a position
he held until 1940. The Van Nelle company had an extremely
modern approach towards advertising and the artist created
for the firm a recognizable image with clear shapes,
powerful letters and primary colours.
In very good condition.
450 euros

11.
PERRIER C'EST FOU !
Les Folies. Endémie délirante ou Tentative
concentrée de décrire méthodiquement les
conquêtes d’une “folie”, appelée “syndrome
Perrier”, dans ses aspects les plus
élémentaires mais aussi les plus pratiques [...].
Tome 1er [All published]. Par Marc Taurines.
Brussels, HCM Dechy, 1986.
Amazing trade catalogue designed as a pastiche of an
eighteenth-century book with corresponding typeface,
head-and-tail pieces and “engraved” illustrations of
ingredients, bottles, labels, etc. It was distributed to the
catering trade.
4to, publisher’s green buckram boards, gilt fillet around
sides, gilt vignette and title in centre of front cover, spine
with gilt fillets, marbled paper doublure and endpapers. (18)
pp. of text. 9 colour plates including a folding map.
Complete. First Edition. A fine copy.
150 euros

12.
PRIMAVERA
Créations. Essef. 1934-1935.
[1934].
Beautiful trade catalogue of fine wallpapers printed and
sold by the Essef company.
Lovely presentation of the wallpapers in fully decorated
interiors, some with trendy tubular chairs or other pieces of
Art Deco furniture.
Essef was a prominent French producer and printer of fine
wallpaper established in 1867, the company closed down in
2006. The firm collaborated with leading design studios of
the period, including the Compagnie des Arts Français, La
Maîtrise and Primavera. Two plates show designs by Studio
Primavera.
Large oblong 8vo, publisher’s cinnamon card wrappers
printed in gold, silk cord. (4) pp. 10 colour plates with silver or
gold highlights. Complete. First and only edition. Excellent
copy.
300 euros

13.
LOU LOEBER
Cover Design for a Children's Book.
Alie Smeding – Als een bes in een hofje.
Blaricum, De Waelburch, 1927.
Rare Modernist cover by the remarkable Dutch avant-garde
artist Lou [Louise Marie] Loeber (1894-1983), painter, stained
glass designer, illustrator and engraver.
The semi-abstract and geometrical design clearly reflects
the artistic research of Piet Mondrian and Bart van der Leck
(her neighbour at Blaricum) and shows influences of De Stijl,
Cubism and the Bauhaus, where the artist spent some time in
1927 (Dessau). Her work was shown at Der Sturm gallery in
Berlin.
8vo, publisher’s beige cloth with design in orange and black
on first side. 72 pp. Dutch text. Unillustrated. Very faint
occasional spotting to first four leaves. A very good copy.
250 euros

14.
JACOB JONGERT
Van Nelle’s tabak voor pijp en sigaret.
[circa 1925].
Original 3-D display ad.
Jacob Jongert (1883-1942), one of the first advertising
designers of the Netherlands, became, in 1923, graphic
designer for Van Nelle Coffee, Tea and Tobacco, a position
he held until 1940. The Van Nelle company had an extremely
modern approach towards advertising and the artist
created for the firm a recognizable image with clear
shapes, powerful letters and primary colours.
Not in "Jac. Jongert. Proeven is koopen", Rotterdam, Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen, (2009).
Cardboard, recto printed in orange, blue, black and pale
yellow, H243 x W158 mm. In fine condition.
400 euros

15.
JOHN HARRISON
Posters and Publicity.
Fine Printing and Design.
London, The Studio, [“Commercial Art”
Annual], 1927.
Impressive survey of the 1927 advertisement art production in
Europe, the United States and Japan.
Showing the work of Josef Binder, Simon Bussy, Cappiello,
Jean Carlu, Cassandre, Jean Dupas, McKnight Kauffer,
Klinger, Loupot, Maiakovski, Iakovlev, Hohlwein, Aubrey
Hammond, and many others.
4to, publisher’s wrappers in reddish brown, blue and cream,
with small tipped in colour illustration on first side. (6) pp. of
adverts, (6), 161 pp. Profusely illustrated throughout in b/w
and colour, including many full-page plates. Complete. First
and only edition. A fine copy.
250 euros

16.
JEAN CARLU
Pathé Marconi. Un demi siècle de succès.
(Paris, Coulouma for Pathé Marconi, circa
1956).
Stylish brochure celebrating half a century of success of the
famed French music company Pathé-Marconi.
Graphic design by Studio Publicis under the direction of the
important graphic and poster designer Jean Carlu (19001997) in collaboration with the French photographer, graphic
and poster designer Jacques Dubois (1912-1994).
Large 4to, original white and grey card covers,
typographical composition in yellow, grey and black on first
side. (64) pp. Numerous illustrations in black and white and
colour, several folded or double page. Complete. First and
only edition. A fine copy.
150 euros

17.
PERFUME
Parfums Bienaimé, Paris.
[Preface by Pierre Lestringuez].
(Paris, Draeger Frères, 1947).
Splendid trade catalogue illustrating the latest creations
(including cosmetics) of the great Parisian perfume company
established in 1935 at number 396 of the fashionable rue du
Faubourg Saint-Honoré by Robert Bienaimé, a former
member of the Parfumerie Houbigant for which he created
fragrances such as Lilac, a single flower fragrance and, the
all-time bestseller, Quelques Fleurs, a floral bouquet.
A wonderful sophisticated Draeger production for the
Happy Few.
4to, publisher’s spiral-bound cream card covers, first side
printed in grey and gold. (46) pp. 20 stunning colour plates
with gold highlights, including one with tipped in label
specimens. Complete. First and only edition. A fine copy.
850 euros

18.
D. E. A. CHARLTON
The Art of Packaging.
London, The Studio, 1937.
Beautiful and important volume on the art of modern
packaging design.
Showing the work of leading designers in the field, including
Egmont Arens, Gustav Jensen, Moholy Nagy, Martin Ullman
and Alfred Tolmer.
4to, publisher’s blue cloth printed in white, dust jacket in blue,
black and white, top edge blue. 127 pp. Profusely illustrated
throughout in b/w photography. Complete. First and only
edition. A very good copy, with the rare dust jacket.
200 euros

19.
JACOB NUIVER
Cover Design for
Philips Bulletin maart 1930.
Eindhoven, Uitgave Philips’
Gloeilampenfabrieken en N.V. Philips Radio,
(Jaargang 1, maart 1930, 3).
Striking cover design by the noted Dutch graphic artist Jacob
Nuiver (1892-1953).
4to, publisher’s colour pictorial wrappers. (16) pp. Printed in
black and violet. Half-tone illustrations throughout (drawings
and photographs). Complete. First Edition. A fine copy.
150 euros

20.
EUGÈNE BELVILLE
Monogrammes composés et dessinés par
Eugène Belville.
Paris, Devambez, 1910 (December 1909).
Exquisite collection of Art Nouveau monograms composed
and drawn by the artist.
Eugène Belville (1863-1931), French painter, typographer,
illustrator, decorator and designer (of furniture and
jewellery). Examples of his work can be seen at the Musée
d’Orsay in Paris.
One of 500 copies on papier Hollande of a total issue of
520 copies, initialled and numbered by the author.
8vo, publisher’s printed green wrappers, untrimmed. (12) pp.,
36 colour plates, (2) pp., 17 colour plates, (8) pp. Complete.
First and only edition. Excellent copy.
300 euros

21.
PIERRE MONNERAT
Publicité 7.
Publicité et arts graphiques - Werbung und
graphische Kunst - Advertising and Graphic
Art. Revue de la publicité et des arts
graphiques en Suisse.
Genève, Maurice Collet, (1951).
Beautiful publication on contemporary Swiss graphic arts, the
seventh volume in the series, “a magazine which has ventured
to make known, often to make more widely known, the talent,
knowledge and technique of Swiss advertising experts and
artists”. Essay by Ch. Bauty, director of Omega-Switzerland,
entitled “Crisis in the growth of advertising films?”.
Superb iconography featuring posters, advertisements,
catalogues, folders, booklets, covers, exhibitions, show
windows, packages, etc.
Large 4to, publisher’s colour pictorial card covers after a
design by Pierre Monnerat [known for his ski and Cinzano
posters]. XXVI, 201 pp. Text in French, German and English.
Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. Layout by Pierre
Monnerat. Complete. First Edition. A very good copy.
120 euros

22.
ART DECO
Promotional foldable round paper hand fan.
(Paris, Chambrelent Eventailliste, 1920s).
Charming advertising fan with a large Art Deco floral pattern
in shades of blue, orange and pink on recto; greyish blue
inscription Pippermint on verso, with drawing of a bottle of
the famous liquor.
218 mm in diameter.
In fine condition.
120 euros

23
CONFORT.

Textes de Messieurs G. Lenôtre, Paul reboux,
Marcel Prevost, Pierre Mac-Orlan.
Paris, Edité par “SOC” pour la Société
Générale de Fonderie, (1931).
Fine trade catalogue with 30 b/w full-page stunning
modernist photographic illustrations in heliogravure, a
number of which sometimes attributed to Germaine Krull.
Most of the photographs depict iron factories, gas
appliances,
water-heaters,
and
other
appliances
manufactured by the Société Générale de Fonderie.
Large 4to, publisher’s green card covers gilt decorated in
the manner of the 18th century with dentelle around sides
and large central fleuron on upper cover, untrimmed. (36)
pp. of text, 1 b/w plate, 5 colour plates (of which 4 tipped
in), (56) pp. with 30 photographic plates, including
photomontages. Most illustrations with a text on the facing
page. Complete. First Edition limited to 1000 copies on
Montval paper. A very good copy.
350 euros

24.
MARC BORDÈRE
Lettres et enseignes. 2e Série.
Par Marc Bordère, peintre-décorateur,
officier de l’Académie, lauréat de l’Ecole
nationale des Arts décoratifs, auteur de
divers ouvrages.
Dourdan, Ch. Juliot, Editeur, (circa 1901).
Lovely collection of fin-de-siècle alphabets and trade sign
designs.
Folio, in sheets loose as issued in original cloth-backed
printed portfolio with ties. (8) pp., 24 numbered
chromolithographed plates (12 of alphabets and 12 of shop
signs and signboards). Complete. First Edition. The portfolio
stained and soiled with spine a bit worn, light marginal
soiling to the text, the plates in clean condition with faint
marginal traces of use.
800 euros

25.
JACOB JONGERT
Op en om den Afsluitdijk.
Original Poster.
[1934].
Fine piece which incorporates photography.
It is featured in the catalogue of the exhibition "Jac. Jongert.
Proeven is koopen", Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans Van
Beuningen, 2009, p. 98.
Jacob Jongert (1883-1942) is one of the first advertising
designers of the Netherlands. He became, in 1923, graphic
designer for Van Nelle Coffee, Tea and Tobacco, a position
he held until 1940. The Van Nelle company had an extremely
modern approach towards advertising and Jongert created
for the firm a recognizable image with clear shapes,
powerful letters and primary colours, totally Dutch avantgarde in style, and with a strict and rigorous approach
directly linked to De Stijl principles.
One sheet, H413 x W310mm, in passe-partout. Very good
condition.
900 euros

26
E. MULIER
Lettres et enseignes.
Première série: Art nouveau.
Par E. Mulier, peintre décorateur, professeur
de composition decorative, diplômé.
Dourdan, H. Vial, Editeur, Successeur de Ch.
Juliot, (1901).
Beautiful collection of plates featuring handsome and
imaginative new type fonts reflecting the flow and verve of
the new style.
Folio, in sheets loose as issued in original buckram-backed
grey paper portfolio with orange label on upper board and
ties. 7 pp., 28 numbered colour plates of alphabets and
trade signs. Complete. First Edition. The portfolio stained and
slightly worn, the text age-toned, the plates in clean
condition.
750 euros

27.
BERNARD H. NEWDIGATE
The Art of the Book.
London & New York, The Studio, [Special
Autumn Number], 1938.
A history of book production [in England, America, Holland,
Germany, France and Italy] from 1928 to 1938 dealing with
illustration, typography, paper, the size and weight of type,
etc.
Showing the work of Bawden, Dufy, Gibbings, Daragnès, Gill,
Guthrie, Galanis, Lowinsky, Stanley Morison, Paul Nash,
Raverat, Bruce Rogers, Tschichold, Buckland-Wright and
many others. Also showing the work of presses, bookbinders,
type founders and paper makers such as Bremer Presse,
Cranach Press, Cuala Press, Doves Press, Golden Cockerel,
Gregynog, Nonesuch, Officina Bodoni, Pear Tree Press,
Douglas Cockerell, Baskerville, Rudolph Koch, and others.
4to, publisher’s wrappers in orange, blue and black. VI, (4),
104 pp. With facsimile leaves and numerous illustrations
throughout in black or black and red, including a tipped in
Cockerell marbled paper sample. Complete. First and only
edition. A fine copy.
150 euros

28.
SYDNEY R. JONES
Art & Publicity. Fine Printing & Design.
London, The Studio, [Special Autumn Number],
1925.
Beautiful volume with sections on posters, labels, press
advertisements, etc. Showing the work of McKnight Kauffer,
Gustav Klimt, Julius Klinger, Parrish, Dufy, Brangwyn, Léon
Benigni, Carlu, Dyl, André Groult, Julius Klinger, Rosine,
Brissaud, Eric Gill, and many others.
Originally published as a Special Number of “The Studio” in
1924 under the title “Posters and their Designers”, the work
proved so much in demand that a new work was issued in
1925 under this title, changing to “Posters and Publicity” in
1926, and becoming an annual publication until the early
1960s.
4to, publisher’s pictorial wrappers in black and orange. XII
pp. of adverts, 172 pp. Profusely illustrated throughout in b/w
and colour. Complete. First and only edition. A fine copy.
250 euros

29.
WHAT IS DESIGN?
Qu'est-ce que le Design?
Joe C. Colombo - Charles Eames - Fritz
Eichler - Verner Panton - Roger Tallon.
(Paris, CCI, 1969).
Iconic catalogue of a cult exhibition.
The first show of modern design organized by the Centre de
Création Industriel [Centre for Industrial Creation] to
promote contemporary design. The exhibition took place at
the Paris Musée des Arts décoratifs from 24 October to 31
December 1969. Each designer answered a set of questions
for the catalogue on what design is. To Eames, it was all
about "need".
Square 4to, publisher's pictorial white card covers in black
and red. (70) pp. of which 22 pp. of adverts at the end of the
volume. Preface by Henri Van Lier. Illustrated throughout in
b/w photography. Complete. First and only edition. A very
good copy.
350 euros

30.
PIERRE MONNERAT
Publicité 6.
Publicité et arts graphiques - Werbung und
graphische Kunst - Advertising and Graphic
Art. Revue de la publicité et des arts
graphiques en Suisse.
Genève, Maurice Collet, (1950).
Beautiful publication on contemporary Swiss graphic arts,
the sixth volume in the series, “designed to give a survey of
the evolution of advertising art, one of the most interesting
and fascinating branches in the field of modern art”. Essay
by René-P. Jeanneret, director of Rolex, entitled “The Silent
Salesman”.
Superb iconography featuring posters, advertisements,
catalogues, folders, booklets, covers, exhibitions, show
windows, packages, etc.
Large 4to, publisher’s colour pictorial card covers after a
design by Pierre Monnerat [known for his ski and Cinzano
posters]. XXIV, 186, (2) pp. Text in French, German and
English. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. Layout by
Pierre Monnerat. Complete. First Edition. A very good copy.
120 euros

31.
SIDNEY R. JONES
Posters and their Designers.
London, The Studio, [Special Autumn Number],
1924.
The first volume published in the landmark series on poster
and publicity.
Showing the work of leading poster artists including Barbier,
Bonnard, Bradley, Cappiello, Chéret, McKnight Kauffer,
Grasset, Holhwein, Nevinson, Ricketts, Steinlen, ToulouseLautrec, and many others.
4to, publisher’s wrappers in black and shades of blue, with
small tipped in colour illustration on first side. VIII, 12 pp., 150
plates of illustrations of which 19 in colour. Complete. First
and only edition. A fine copy.
250 euros

32.
BENOÎT - FLOC'H
LOUSTAL - PIERRE LE-TAN
Telefunken.
(Printed in France, Editor, 1996).
Amazing trade catalogue with witty illustrations by four
acclaimed contemporary graphic artists, most of whom
active in the comic strip art.
4to, publisher’s colour pictorial wrappers by Benoît. 49, (7)
pp., 2 inserts of 14 pp. and (8) pp. German text. B/w
photographic illustrations of the products (televisions and
video recorders), illustrations in colour, 25 stunning colour
plates by Loustal, Floc’h, Benoît and Pierre Le-Tan. Complete.
First Edition. Excellent copy.
150 euros

33.
C. GEOFFREY HOLME
Lettering of Today.
London, The Studio, [Special Autumn Number],
1937.
A detailed survey of drawn lettering as opposed to type, with
texts comparing modern lettering with classic standards.
Introduction by Dr Eberhard Holscher, “Calligraphy” by
Alfred Fairbanks, “Lettering in Book Production” by Anna
Simons, “Lettering in Association with Architecture” by Percy J.
Smith, and “Lettering in Advertising” by R. Haughton James.
Showing the work of Burn-Jones, Robert Gibbons, Eric Gill,
McKnight Kauffer, Rudolf Koch, Stanley Morison, Mark
Severin, and many others.
4to, publisher’s black and red wrappers printed in white. 144
pp., (2) pp. of averts. Profusely illustrated throughout in b/w
and colour, including many colour plates. Complete. First
Edition, first printing. A fine copy.
150 euros

34.
GEORGE AURIOL
Le troisième livre des monogrammes, cachets,
marques et ex-libris.
Paris, [Printed by Gabriel Kadar for] Henri
Floury, 1924.
Elegant collection of designs for monograms, stamps,
ownership marks and bookplates by the great French artist,
typographer, critic, poet, composer and singer George
Auriol (1863-1938), editor of the anti-establishment satirical
journal Le Chat Noir.
Around 1901 he began working as a typographer, designing
a number of Art Nouveau-inspired fonts and typefaces, of
which the most famous - named the “Auriol” after the artist was used by the architect Hector Guimard for the signage on
the stations of the Paris Metro. The artist ended his career as
a teacher of drawing at the famous Ecole Estienne, where he
was employed from 1924 onwards.
8vo, publisher’s light brown card covers printed in black and
red with engraved vignette, untrimmed. Printed on Arches
paper. (14) pp., 88 numbered engraved plates in orangebrown and black, (6) pp. Complete. First Edition. A fine copy.
150 euros

35.
F. BASSI - G. GIUDICI
Olivetti formes et recherche.
Musée des Arts décoratifs, Paris, 19
novembre - 1er janvier 1970.
(Milano, Bertieri, November 1969).
Famous Pop Art-inspired exhibition catalogue.
Striking layout by Franco Bassi and Giovanni Ferioli. Text by
Giovanni Giudici. Showing the work of artists who
collaborated with Olivetti, including Franco Bassi, Mario
Bellini, Pierre Alechinsky, Le Corbusier, Roland Topor, JeanMichel Folon, Kon Ichikawa and many others.
Narrow 4to, loose as issued in publisher's colour illustrated
card chemise. Unpaginated. Illustrated throughout in b/w
and colour, including in silk screen. Complete. First Edition. A
fine copy.
400 euros

36.
XAVIER HAVERMANS
Ex-libris modernes en France.
(Paris, Press of Xavier Havermans, 22 May
1925).
Finely printed volume showing bookplates by major French
artists of the period, including Auriol, Bischoff, Carlègle,
Daragnès, Dresa, Flury, Hémard, Jou, Lébédef, Naudin and
others.
Large 8vo, publisher’s cream wrappers printed in black with
engraved purple vignette on front side, untrimmed. (8) pp.,
34 plates, (2) pp. Text printed in black and purple, with
vignettes and head-and-tailpieces in yellow and purple.
Complete. First Edition. One of 200 numbered copies on
vélin à la cuve des Papeteries d’Arches of a total issue of
only 215 copies. Lower cover browned. A very good copy.
180 euros

37.
RECTO VERSO 1957
Travaux exécutés par les apprentis de
l'Imprimerie Crété.
(Paris-Corbeil, Imprimerie Crété, 1958).
Beautiful album showing promotional work inspired by the
seasons designed by students of the school attached to the
printing company Crété, one of France's major printers
established in 1829.
4to, publisher's cream card wrappers printed in two shades
of grey, embossed design on upper cover. (72) pp. Printed on
paper of different colours and textures. Illustrated throughout
in colour, including many tipped-in designs and foldouts.
Complete. First and only edition. Excellent copy.
250 euros

38.
GEORGES LEPAPE
Original design for the poster of the first
"Exposition internationale des industries de
l'emballage & de leurs annexes. GrandPalais des Champs-Élysées, juillet-octobre
1913".
(Paris, The Artist, 1913).
Fine and rare poster work by the great Art Deco artist. It is
reproduced in b/w in Claude Lepape & Thierry Defert,
Georges Lepape ou l’élégance illustrée, (1983), p. 80
An African in pink and green is sitting atop a large pile of
yellow and red crates, surrounded by green, blue, yellow
and orange containers. Promoting an exposition of
refrigeration, packaging and related industries, the artist
depicts a colourful cornucopia of produces and products
unloaded off a ship and waiting for distribution by train.
Gouache on paper, H232 x W345 mm, estate stamp of the
artist, mounted on cardboard, in passe-partout. In fine
condition.
2800 euros
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